
What are call numbers all 
about?



They appear on the outside of an item. For books, 
this means on a spine label.
They consist of letters and numbers.
Their only purpose is to help you find an item on a 
shelf.



Examples of Claremont College call numbers:

PB         500       GRA       QR       SS        ENG       ESL        S     

FRE       JON       SMI        TYL       F         SHA        994      DEL

GOR                      WIL      2017

MAY

The top line always indicates what collection the item is in and 
therefore whereabouts in the library you will find the item. The other 
information is usually the first three letter of the author’s surname.



Let’s look at some examples.

PB     The collection is Picture Books. The author is French.

FRE

500 The collection is Non-Fiction. The author is Jones.

JON  

Non-Fiction books always start with numbers, not letters. The numbers 
refer to subjects. 500 = Science.



Our other main collections and their prefixes:

F = Fiction (novels)

GRA = Graphic novels

QR = Quick Reads

SS F = Short Stories (interfiled with novels in the Fiction collection

S = Serials (magazines)

ENG = English class sets

ESL = English as a second/alternative language



You will see these call numbers when you 
search in the TALIS catalogue.



And how do the library staff shelve items so they 
are easily and quickly found?

• Non-Fiction books are shelved by number first and then the author.

• Other items (no numbers) are shelved by author.

If you take a book off the shelf and change your mind, it needs to go 
back in the right spot. If you are unsure, ask the library staff to do it for 
you. Accuracy of shelving is very important or we all waste time looking 
for a mis-shelved book.



Finally …

• There are signs around the place to help you navigate. The ends of 
bays have letters and numbers on them. And there is a poster near 
the Graphic Novels area that is a good guide to the Non-Fiction 
numbers. This is called the Dewey System. Dewey was the man who 
figured out the subjects and the numbers. The numbers are 
constantly evolving as more subjects are invented. They can have 
decimal places, for example, Australia is 994 and Tasmania is 994.6.


